Fluid in your critical systems should not be a risk, and you’ve probably invested a lot of money, time, and resources into making sure that your products are safe. Quick connect couplings allow you to quickly and easily connect or disconnect fluid transfer lines, without using tools and without disrupting tubing pressure.

**BUY ONLINE AT NORDSONMEDICAL.COM/SHOP**

We offer over 9,600 quick connect couplings with a complete range of threaded, panel mount, straight, and elbow styles in plastic and metal configurations. All of our couplings easily interchange with other industry connectors – male side, female side, or both.

**OUR QUICK CONNECT COUPLINGS INCLUDE:**
- Dual-latch, side-latch, and a variety of thumb-latch styles
- Twist locks
- 1/16” to 3/4” (1.6 mm to 19 mm) tubing ID sizes
- Standard engineering resins, acetal, nylon, polypropylene, and chrome-plated brass
- Multibarb manifold configurations

**BROAD APPLICATIONS**

Our general-purpose, quick connect couplings are well suited for:
- Durable and disposable medical equipment
- Analytical devices
- Food and beverage applications

Browse our online store, with more than 9,600 stock components and technologies, most ready to ship within 24 hours.